Dear Author/Researcher,

In order to accelerate the future development of our platform so that a better circumstance can be given to you to share recent research findings, we sincerely invite scholars and researchers to submit papers to the journals or to become one of our editorial board members or reviewers.

**To Be the Editorial Member or to Become the Reviewer**

To make editorial board and reviewer group expanded, we sincerely invite you to be the editorial member or reviewer of our journals. If you are eager for more information about the Benefits and Responsibilities of the editorial member or reviewer, please click the following link: [http://www.diabetesendocrinol.org/journals](http://www.diabetesendocrinol.org/journals)

**Submitting Your Papers**

We have some journals with an editorial team comprising many of the world’s leading researchers. If you have some new works in your specialized or interested field, welcome to submit your papers to the corresponding Journals or Special Issues so as to share your ideas with people around the world.

**Suggested Journals**

- American Journal of Physical Chemistry
- International Journal of Language and Linguistics
- International Journal of Science, Technology and Society
- American Journal of Biobehavioral and Biomedical Research
- Journal of Food and Nutrition Sciences
- Hydrology
- International Journal of Data Science and Technology
- International Journal of Economy, Energy and Environment

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions.

Thanks and regards,

Jessie Wright
Green Publication

Impact Factor 3.692

International Journal for Research in Social Science and Humanities is an open access journal and provide 12 issues in a year. Green Publication is the publisher of this journal and provides many other journals in other fields of research like engineering and technology, medical and pharmaceutical, agricultural research etc.

To view full list of journals please click here

Or Submit at the email – editor@gnpublication.org

Deadline of Submission – none

Publication time – at the end of every month

Our Journals:-

- International Journal for Research in Biology & Pharmacy ISSN: 2208-2093
- International Journal for Research in Educational Studies ISSN: 2208-2115
- International Journal for Research in Mathematics and Statistics ISSN: 2208-2662
- International Journal for Research in Applied and Natural Science ISSN: 2208-2085
- International Journal for Research in Health Sciences and Nursing ISSN: 2208-2670
- International Journal for Research in Social Science and Humanities ISSN: 2208-2697
- International Journal for Research in Agricultural and Food Science ISSN: 2208-2719
- International Journal for Research in Mechanical & Civil Engineering ISSN: 2208-2727
- International Journal for Research in Business, Management and Accounting ISSN: 2455-6114
- International Journal for Research in Advanced Computer Science and Engineering ISSN: 2208-2107

To join our editorial board, or submit CV with current designation and institution at editor@gnpublication.org

Regards

Green Publication.
Dear Authors / Researchers.

Submit your original research paper/article for publishing - Last date of submission – 25th Every Month

IJRDO Journal are monthly Peer-Reviewed, Refereed, Indexed and publishes original research articles, research paper, reviews, mini-reviews, survey paper, analysis paper, case studies, experimental result paper, synopsis, comparative study, dissertation chapter, research project and short research communications of all subjects/topics of .:

Sciences (all subject), Agriculture, Medicine (all subject), Pharmacy, Engineering (all subject), Social Sciences (all subject), Management, Commerce, Arts, Law, Education, Architecture and Designing.

Journal also offers Conference / Seminar program as Co-Sponsor and provides ISSN Paper publication with E-Certificate.

Please visit our journals web – (https://ijrdo.org)

Our is a Non-Profit group of Universities/Colleges faculties running "IJRDO JOURNAL" with the aim to enhance research activity and interest in the new faculties, scholars and students from various Universities / College, Here the faculties, scholars and students’ interested in the area of research are given guidance and support as in what way their contemporary research work can provide its contribution to our society.

Submit your Research Paper/Article to – editor@ijrdo.org

IJRDO Journal

(https://ijrdo.org)

editor@ijrdo.org
Dear Timothy Perttula

Greetings from the editorial office!

We are writing to show our deepest impression on your published article titled
1939-1940 WPA Archaeological Collections from Ancestral Caddo Sites in Nacogdoches County, Texas in Index of Texas Archaeology Open Access Grey Literature from the Lone Star State. It has attracted attention from researchers specializing in this field.

Submitting Your Research Article

Set up with an aim to publish research articles, International Journal of Literature and Arts can make experts in various areas closer to the cutting-edge researches. Given the advance, novelty, and potential extensive application of your research achievements, we sincerely invite you to submit other unpublished manuscripts that have similar topics to the journal. We are also quite looking forward to receiving your further research on the published paper. Please click the following link to learn more:
http://www.literarts.org/submission

Expand the Editorial Board/Reviewers Team

On behalf of the Editorial Board of the journal, it's really a great honor to invite you to join our team as one of the editorial board members/reviewers of International Journal of Literature and Arts. Given your academic background and expertise in this field, we believe that you may be the most suitable person for this position. We believe that this opportunity will promote international academic communications in the future. If you have any interest to join us, please click the following link:
http://www.literarts.org/joinus

Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any question.

Respectfully,

Jessie Wright
Editorial Assistant of International Journal of Literature and Arts
IJRDO Journal

(https://ijrdo.org/)

editor@ijrdo.org

Call for Papers

IJRDO JOURNAL calls Scholars, Engineers, Academicians, Scientists, Industrial professionals and Researchers from all over the world to submit their unpublished original work for inclusion in our upcoming issue. All submissions will be reviewed and evaluated based on originality, technical research, and relevance to journal contributions. Green Publication highly welcomes theoretical, technical, research, as well as empirical papers from all areas of research in the area of technology innovation and emerging trends. All the accepted articles will be published in the upcoming issue of the journal with Online ISSN number.

Important Dates: Volume 5, Issue 2

**Submission Deadlines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27th February, 2019</td>
<td>27th February, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Publishing</td>
<td>Immediate (after review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author Notification</td>
<td>2 days of submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Issue</td>
<td>30th February, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submit your Paper at

editor@ijrdo.org

Contact for Conference

editor@ijrdo.org

Our journals:-

**Frequency:** 12 Issues Per Year

**Areas Covered:** Multidisciplinary

**Type of Articles:**

- Research Paper
- Vision Paper
- Survey Paper
- Informative Article
- Case Studies
- Review Papers
- Comparative Studies
- Dissertation Chapters
- Research Proposals or Synopsis
- M.Tech / M.E / PhD Thesis

Best Regards

IJRDO JOURNAL

https://ijrdo.org/
JIAATS Journals

Call for Research Paper Submissions

JIAATS journal calls for full research papers reporting original research and investigation results in all areas listed in the call for contributions. Submit your paper to editor@jiaats.com. Ask your queries to info@jiaats.com. Conference organizers can mail to editor@jiaats.com.

If any difficulty you can also submit to: editor@jiaats.com

Our Journal List:-

- Journal of Advance Research in Applied Science (ISSN: 2208-2352)
- Journal of Advance Research in Mathematics and Statistics (ISSN: 2208-2409)
- Journal of Advanced Research in Medical and Health science (ISSN: 2208-2425)
- Journal of Advance Research in Social Science and Humanities (ISSN: 2208-2387)
- Journal of Advance Research in Computer Science & Engineering (ISSN: 2456-3552)
- Journal of Advance Research in Pharmacy & Biological Science (ISSN: 2208-23602)
- Journal of Advance Research in Mechanical and Civil Engineering (ISSN: 2208-2379)
- Journal of Advance Research in Electrical & Electronics Engineering (ISSN: 2208-2395)
- International Journal of Advanced Research in Education and Literature (ISSN: 2208-2441)
- Journal of Advance Research in Business, Management and Accounting (ISSN: 2456-3544)

Journal of Advance Research in Food, Agriculture and Environmental science (ISSN: 2208-2417)

Best Regards
JIAATS Journal

JIAATS journal

(https://jiaats.com/)

editor@jiaats.com
International Journal for Research in Social Science and Humanities is an open access journal and provide 12 issues in a year. IJRDO JOURNAL is the publisher of this journal and provides many other journals in other fields of research like engineering and technology, medical and pharmaceutical, agricultural research etc.

To view full list of journals please click here

Or Submit at the email – editor@ijrdo.org

Contact for Conference editor@ijrdo.org

Deadline of Submission – none

Publication time – at the end of every month

Our Journals:

To join our editorial board, or submit CV with current designation and institution at editor@ijrdo.org

Regards

IJRDO JOURNAL
Dear Author,

I am writing in hopes of finding the appropriate person who handles research materials. If it makes sense to talk, let me know how you Want Submit Your Research?

If you want send through email please send on: Submission@gphjournal.org
And you can register online yourself in easy way and then submit your work at: http://gphjournal.org/website

Thanks for giving your priceless time. We value your time

Best Regards,

Chief Editor

GPH Journal

If you think this mail is not related to your field please reply Unsubscribe. You will no longer receive emails from us. Thanks: editor@gphjournal.org
Engineering Publication House

https://ephjournal.com/

**EPH Journal** welcomes the original research article, Review Papers, longpapers, white papers and short papers.

Last Date for Manuscript Submission: 25th of every month

Online Publication Date: 30th of every month. After Payment within three working days. Periodical update within the month.

**Dear Conference Organizers,**

The EPH Journal welcome Conference papers to be published in our journals as special issues with nominal charges.

EPH Journal brings out the special issues publication which entails research articles from National and International Conferences and Seminars. Colleges and Universities. The conference articles must be reviewed by the panel of editors made by conference organizer. EPH Journal provides best deals in conference proposals.

**Some of special benefits for special issue are:-**

**Special discounts on bulk publication.**

**24x7 support.**

**Rapid publication process**

**Double blind peer reviewing process**

**Lifetime archiving for published articles.**

And much more yet to discover. . .

**Our Journals:**

**EPH - International Journal of Applied Science ISSN: 2208-2182**

**EPH - International Journal of Educational Research ISSN: 2208-2204**

**EPH - International Journal of Mathematics and Statistics ISSN: 2208-2212**

**EPH - International Journal of Science and Engineering: - ISSN: 2454 - 2016**

**EPH - International Journal of Medical and Health Science: - ISSN: 2456 - 6063**

**EPH - International Journal of Humanities and Social Science ISSN: 2208-2174**

**EPH - International Journal of Business & Management Science ISSN: 2208-2190**

**EPH - International Journal of Agriculture and Environmental Research: - ISSN: 2208-2158**

**EPH - International Journal of Biological & Pharmaceutical Science: - ISSN: 2208-**
Important dates:

Last date of Research paper submission: 25th of Every Month.
Acceptance Notification: Within 5-7 days of paper submission
Date of Publication: Last Date of Every Month.
Submit your manuscript through E-mail at submission@ephjournal.com

EPH welcomes to all endeavor in the research and development.
You can submit your CV to join our editorial board: - editor@ephjournal.com

Best Regards

Editor (EPH)
Dear R. Philip Reynolds,

I am Cosmo Johnson, the editor of *World Journal of Educational Research* ISSN 2375-9771 (Print) ISSN 2333-5998 (Online). I have had an opportunity to read your paper “Digital Preservation and Access of Natural Resources Documents” which is published in *Journal of Education and Practice*, and can tell from your work that you are an expert in this field.

*World Journal of Educational Research* publishes research papers covering these subjects: education in different stages such as preschool, primary school, secondary school and high school education, educational technology, educational leadership, teaching and learning skills, etc.

We are calling for submission of papers.

1) Original Papers (within 3000-8000 words are better). Review Cycle: within 2-3 weeks.

Submit Your Article to wjer01@scholink.org or Submit Online

It is appreciated if you could share this information with your colleagues and associates. Thank you.

Best Regards,

Cosmo Johnson
Editor
World Journal of Educational Research

*445 S. Figueroa Street*
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Tel: (626)513-2983
Fax: (626)333-8885
Email: wjer01@scholink.org